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PREFACE

Traveling – not just the destination, but the 
journey itself – offers exciting experiences, 
whether it is a business or pleasure trip.

Traveling has many advantages, but in spite 
of this, some travelers experience unwanted 
side effects; soreness, fatique or weight gain.

Keep ahead. Treat your body well, also when 
traveling, even small improvements can do the 
trick. Of course pre-travel physical activity and 
a little attention to diet is recommended, too.

This book offers practical travel tips for novices 
and top tips for better, healthier traveling for all. 
Better? Your travel will be just that, when you, 
your mind and body, are feeling well.  
Healthier? Your travel will be just that with a 
few adjustments and easy exercises. 

Enjoy your trip!

nok.Ogs�
nok.Ogs�
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1 |  START EARLY

The early bird ... has plenty of time to find all 
relevant information about the destination e.g. 
in travel blogs or guides; books and ebooks.

”Avoid physical and mental stress.
Be one step ahead.”

If you are bound for an active holiday requiring  
a certain level of fitness for distance running, 
hiking or cycling or special activities: Start on 
an exercise program well in advance: Prepare 
and get ready without over-exerting yourself. 
 
Often active holiday travelers try to do too much 
too fast, which result in overuse injuries, which 
may affect the holiday. Avoid this ... alnd also:
 
Always get (all-inclusive) travel insurance.
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2 |  PICK THE RIGHT TIME

When booking holiday trips, it is a good idea to 
check weather conditions. Sometimes you find 
unlikely cheap travel offers, but the low price 
may be due to the fact that the weather at that 
time of year is (very) bad.

”There is no such thing as bad weather, 
only bad (unsuitable) clothing ...”

The right clothes may help, but monsoon rain 
or storms can affect traveling and activities 
significally. Storms may prevent ships from 
mooring at certain ports and cause cable cars 
to stop. At certain times of the year some roads
and attractions are closed e.g. due to snow,  
so check points of interest in advance. 

There is never a 100% weather guarantee (and 
your trip may be great in spite of poor weather).
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3 |  BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE 

Extend the excitement (expectations), minimize 
stress and save some money: In general be out 
early, when booking your trip. Explore several 
options; google ”travel search engines”.
By purchasing plane tickets 53 (30-60) days  
before departure, you may save up to 26%.

Tuesday is often the cheapest (plane) travel day.
Saturday and Friday are often most expensive.

Conversely, you can save money by booking a 
hotel at the last minute. Check via a portal e.g. 
Booking.com – or hotel directly; some indepen-
dent hotels have great last-minute deals.

If you want to be sure of accommodation e.g. 
in Cuba, you should book well in advance with 
the possibility of cancellation, if later on you 
have to change your travel plans.
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Beware of lesser known (fake) companies that 
offer unlikely cheap travel and stay. Check it 
out.
Pas på mindre kendte (fup)firmaer der tilbyder 
usandsynligt billige rejser og ophold. Tjek det.
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4 |  BOOK AND CHECK

Book the right trip with the right travel time(s).
Usually travel agencies does this (without any 
problems), but in rare cases this is not so. 

Preferably double check everything yourself 
to avoid mistakes or problems with your travel.
When you book, remember to state your name
exactly as it is written in your passport regard-
less of name change, marriage, a.o.

When you receive your ticket, check it and 
the itinerary: That your entire name is on the 
ticket and exactly as in the passport, and that 
travel dates/times are as desired and correct.

Exact same name on your ticket as in passport 
is absolutely crucial. If names are not identical, 
you travel at your own risk and upon arrival 
may be refused entry into the country.
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5 |  CHECK TRANSFER AND P

Check transfer details if applicable; your on-
ward journey with airplane, ship, train or bus.

Get a good start on your trip and make sure 
everything runs smoothly without unpleasant 
surprises before, during or after the trip.

For long-term parking of car or bike. Remember:

Check the parking lot number/floor (address) to  
avoid running around looking for your car/bike, 
when you get back. Write data on the ticket.

Check where, when and how to pay for parking; 
cash or credit card (check what card(s) you can 
use, Visa, Mastercard, American Express a.o.)?

Put the ticket (and key) somewhere where you 
are sure to find it, when you are back. 
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6 |  VALID PASSPORT

Check your passport. Some countries require: 

The passport must have at least two blank 
pages for entry and exit stamp.

The passport must be valid for at least 6 
months after the travel: Expiration date has 
to be minimum 6 months after your travel.
Not only countries, but also airports require valid 
passports: You may be stopped at check-in and 
asked to renew passport, before you can fly. 
This takes time; renew in due time before travel. 
Have passport ready upon arrival at the airport.

Take a copy of your passport (data) to bring 
on hikes or store as proof (in case of theft). 
In general bring your passport on all travels, 
as a personal identification document.
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7 |  GET VISA

Certain countries require a visa e.g. the  
United States and Russia.

Visas must be applied for well in advance;  
a certain number of days before traveling.
Check the country’s embassy’s website.

Visa application procedures vary; via a website 
or by sending/delivering your passport to the 
embassy. Check applicable procedures.  
The visa procedure (and mail) may take some 
time, so be out early, preferably weeks before.
In some countries, you buy/get a visa at the 
airport when you arrive, but not everywhere.

In addition to passport and visa, other docu-
ments may be required, eg (children’s) cer-
tificate of birth. Check in advance to avoid 
having your travel interrupted or terminated.
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8 |  VACCINATION

Find out well in advance before traveling to 
exotic destinations which vaccinations are  
recommended and have them in time.

Some (basic) vaccinations you may have  
al-ready, others may be needed; do check.

The price of vaccinations can amount to over 
400 USD, so it needs to be in your budget.

You can check recommended vaccinations on 
national health websites.

On your travel, you must bring your vaccination 
book, so that when entering a country, you are 
able to show, that you have been vaccinated.
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9 |  CASH AND CARD

Credit cards are recommended (when traveling) 
– instead of larger amounts of cash. Credit cards 
can be used in many countries, check which 
countries/card types. Beware of thieves: Avoid 
withdrawing cash with others in close vicinity.

When traveling have some cash for taxis, drinks 
and small purchases; In some places there are 
no (working) ATM’s. If necessary, bring cash in 
international currency like dollars or euros.
Note that foreign currency should be ordered 
from your bank no later than two weeks before 
departure, as not all banks have (sufficient) 
foreign cash available. Occasionally, certain  
currencies cannot be obtained.

Use a money belt for cash/cards/passport. 
Keep this (cash) hidden, close to the body.
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10 |  PREVENT THEFT

Always be careful of pickpockets and thieves 
– before, during and after traveling; on board, 
ashore and even in the air. It is a shame to have 
your travel/holiday ruined because of theft.

• Do not leave anything out for others freely to 
see (may tempt thieves). Lock in, if relevant.  

• Keep an eye on all your belongings and bags. 

• Do not flash money no matter where you are. 
Avoid withdrawing cash in the street; if possi-
ble do this in a bank or your hotel.  
Wear a money belt / money close to body, 
don’t carry loose change in your pockets. 

• Avoid electronic (identity) theft: Thieves can 
now scan credit cards through fabric. A purse 
with RFID technology may be the solution.
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11 |  CELL PHONE AND PC  

Bring necessary technology; cell phone, smart-
phone, and maybe a tablet or computer.

When you travel, normally it’s recommended 
to bring a cell phone or smartphone, so you can 
communicate, take notes and photographs.
On holidays / retreats consider whether it is  
necessary to bring other (it) equipment than a 
cell phone (and use it only when necessary).

If you bring the abovementioned, remember  
a charger and adapter for local sockets.

Check cell phone and internet fares at the  
destination (or onboard cruise ships). In some 
instances daily calls or internet use can cost  
several hundred dollars for one week.
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12 |  CAMERA AND PHOTO

On holiday as well as business trips, you may 
want to photograph and film along the way.

For video and water activities GoPro is recom- 
mended. For other use newer smartphones 
take photos in fairly high resolution.  
Alternatively choose a compact travel camera 
such as a Canon EOS M6 or similar.

Even compact cameras are too big to fit in a 
pocket, but can be carried in a money belt.

For high resolution, high quality pictures, you 
need a top-end camera, however, they weigh  
a lot and take up space ... a dilemma ...

Travel-plus photo tips: Check out other trave-
lers’ photos on Google maps, places on the 
photo site 500px or Pinterest.
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Remember extra SD (data) card, change if ne-
cessary. along the way. Take a look, so photos 
come home. Include additional batteries, like 
at least three, and / or charging.
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13 |  BAGGAGE  PREP

If possible, pack early to reduce stress. Check 
relevant airline baggage dimensions and weight 
allowance for checked and carry-on luggage.  
Avoid paying extra for too heavy bags.

Pack and weigh baggage at home. Avoid 
having to unpack or re-pack at the airport.  
Maybe wrap a band (with lock) around your 
suitcase. Wear/bring indispensable clothing in 
the cabin and pack things that you cannot be 
without in your carry-on lugage.  
Unfortunately bags/luggage items occasionally 
disappear and it is far from certain, that you will 
be reimbursed. If needed, use padlocks for bags.

Avoid bringing (all) toilet bag contents in your 
carry-on luggage as sharp objects, clippers, 
scissors, etc. and containers with over 100 ml  
of liquid are not allowed. All liquids, including 
perfumes, must be inside plastic bags.
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Grab the relevant in the luggage that is 
checked.
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14 |  PACK WHAT YOU NEED

Have your own personal packing list and use 
it. Summer and winter travel/holidays differ, but 
you may need swimwear on winter holidays and 
boots on summer holidays. Packing list example:

• Underwear and stockings/socks
• Everyday, leisure, party clothes as needed
• Everyday, leisure, party shoes as needed
• Sportswear/shoes for sport, fitness, yoga a.o.
• Swimwear for sea, water park, pool or spa
• Headgear; (sun)hat, helmet a.o.
• Gloves, mittens, scarves.
• Accessories, belts, ties, etc. jewelry, watch
• Glasses (contact lenses), sunglasses
• Toilet bag, miscellaneous (a.o. hearing aids)
• Phone, laptop, electronic devices, book(s) 

It is nice to travel light with as little as possible 
to carry, but it’s inconvenient to have to find and 
buy things you need upon arrival ...
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15 |  MEDICATION

Bring your own prescription medicine as it can 
be difficult to get on travels and in some coun-
tries. In some countries (and for plane travel) 
you need a medical (medication) passport 
signed by a doctor; a document that can be 
presented at the request of (airport) authorities. 
A medical passport documents, that the medi-
cine is for your own use; especially important 
for medicines containing substances, which are 
euphoric and affect the central nervous system 
e.g. sleeping medicine, strong pain relievers 
with morphine and sedatives.
If you need a medical pass, you must get this 
from your gp (doctor), even if it is over-the-
counter medicine. Check if your medicine 
should have a certificate; ask your doctor.

Often it is a good idea to bring some headache 
and stomach ache medicine ... just in case.
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16 |  AVOID STRESS

Traveling, especially the time around departure 
and arrival – and sometimes also during the 
travel – can be stressful.

The better your preparations and the more you 
are prepared for taking things as they come; 
traffic queues, check-in queues, security checks 
etcetera with a calm mind and acceptance,  
the greater the chance of a pleasant journey. 
 
When planning holiday trips you can research 
activities and destinations beforehand. 
Accept that it is (almost) impossible to do  
everything in one visit (e.g. one week).

Make a realistic schedule (week plan), so you 
get to see your prefered sights and attractions 
without stress. Discuss and make agreements, 
if you are traveling with friends or family.
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17 |  DISEASE AND HYGIENE

Many diseases are caused by contaminated food 
or drink or contact with contaminated water. 
Use caution:
Drinking water and food should be clean with 
’tolerable’ bacteria; preferably eat prepared food.
Bathing or swimming, be careful of dirty  
water and pools without chlorine.
Hygiene. Wash hands thoroughly, use soap. 
Rubbing alcohol is advisable in some cases,
but in general not necessary or recommended.

• Wash hands frequently.
• Use rubbing alcohol if necessary and possible.
• Hold the (toilet) door handle with paper.  

This is normally done on cruise ships, and it 
is also recommended at airports and bus and 
train stations a.o. with public restrooms.
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18 |  WATCH THE SUN

Heat stroke and sunstroke 
Heat stroke is due to heat and reduced release 
of heat from the body, which is then overheated. 
Sunstroke is caused by direct sunlight.

• Avoid staying in extreme heat (direct sun)
• Drink plenty of water and have some salt.

Sunburn

Sunburn is caused by UV irradiation causing 
redness and tenderness in the skin. It does not 
sound bad, but is a 1st degree burn, which can 
be very painful. Repeated burns ages the skin 
and increases the risk of skin cancer. Actions:

• Cover skin with dense clothing and sun hat
• Use a factor 15 sunscreen on uncovered skin
• Avoid the sun in the middle of the day (12-15)
• Wear UV sunglasses, don’t look straight at sun
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19 |  PREVENT ACCIDENTS 

Accidents may occur, when you least expect it. 
Many can be avoided by paying attention:
 
Respect the water  
Many accidents happen in the ocean or in and 
around swimming pools. Beware of tides, ha-
zardous currents, large waves, low water (no 
diving) etc. Beware of slippery areas around 
pools in hotels, holiday resorts and spas.

Be alert when you cycle, walk or run  
Notice the surface, broken tiles, uneven 
asphalt, soft forest paths, branches a.o.:
Avoid falls, fractures and sprains.
 
Be aware when on (steep) stairs
When boarding buses, trains, planes or ships 
there are steps, stairs or steep ladders.
Climb carefully and hold onto the handrails.
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20 |  DRIVE SAFELY

In many countries traffic is unusually dangerous.
Constant attention is recommended, whether you 
are a motorist, motorcyclist, cyclist or pedestrian. 
The same applies to water ways; be aware.
Keep an eye on all signs and others and expect 
the worst ... just in case.

To avoid traffic accidents, an official advise is 
to not rent mopeds or motorcycles. If you rent a 
car, do check the car’s condition and functions. 
You should familiarize yourself with local traffic 
rules and comply with speed limits. Never drive 
after drinking alcohol. It is dangerous and can 
lead to imprisonment and severe fines.
 
When renting a car or other vehicle: Photograph 
it from all sides before using it (important for  
insurance documentation in case of an accident). 
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21 |  AVOID DVT

Prolonged sitting during flights or long journeys 
by train, bus or car inhibits the return blood 
flow from the legs, which can lead to edema or 
worse; cause deep vein thrombosis.

The best is to walk, move around using the legs. 
Moving your feet and legs (walk or exercise) 
during traveling will improve your overall well-
being and decrease the risk of DVT. By car: 
Rest every 1-2 hours, get out and walk a bit.
 
The risk of DVT is higher for people over 40, 
people who take hormone medication with 
estrogen, e.g. birth control pills, pregnant wo-
men, and people who have recently had leg 
surgery. People with a tendency to swollen legs 
have an increased risk of deep vein thrombosis
and are advised to use compression stockings.
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22 |  BETTER BREATHING 

Breathe better, preferably fresh air: Stay outside 
when possible e.g. when at airports, on deck, in 
rest areas, etc. In heavy smog: Wear a face mask.
Better breathing improve health and well-being, 
minimize fatigue and tension and increase ener-
gy levels or facilitate relaxation as needed.

• Relax your (ab) muscles, lower the shoulders.
• Breathe in and out through the nose at rest
• Breathe slowly and calmly at rest
• Breathe evenly and regularly

Make breathing exercises for relaxation;
it can promote sleep, for example, 10 deep 
breaths: Deep breath in, let air out very slowly.

During training you need much more oxygen, 
which usually means that the mouth is also used 
and more muscles are active in the breathing. 
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proces.
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23 |  SLEEP WELL

Sleep is an essential health measure; while 
you sleep, the body repairs and rebuilds itself. 
Adequate, sound sleep ensures, that you feel 
energetic, creative, focused and avoid abnor-
mal fatigue (and helps weight maintainance).

Sleep tips:

• Have a regular sleep pattern (rise/go to bed 
at same times (adapt as you can when flying).

• 6-9 hours of continuous quality sleep.
• Dark; on plane/bus wear sleep mask, if needed.
• Silence; on plane/train/bus (ship) maybe 

wear special on-ear soundproof headphones.
• Cool, fresh air; avoid air con, when possible; 

air gets dry and (too) cold; may lead to a cold.
• Avoid late meals / exercise (<3 h before sleep).
• Avoid coffee / tea (late) in the afternoon.
• Avoid alcohol before bedtime.
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• 	
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24 |  SNACK SMARTER

Food at gas stations (and bus stations a.o.) is 
rarely super healthy and even if it is; when you 
are hungry, you often pick a less healthy snack. 
Eat a healthy meal (at home) to avoid hunger 
pangs and (if needed) eat healthier snacks 
away from home. Why? Because you will feel a 
lot better on the trip. Want something unhealthy; 
opt for an ’intermediate solution’ e.g. bun vs. 
croissant, yoghurt ice cream vs. ice cream, etc.

A handful of approx. 10-15 almonds
is a delicious, satisfying, healthy snack.

• Eat regularly morning, midday and evening. 

• Not used to snacks; don’t eat them; they  
account for quite a lot of extra/excess calories. 

• If at all, eat small snacks and limit sugar intake. 
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25 |  EAT IN MODERATION 

When traveling and at your destination, eating 
healthy is sometimes a challenge ... especially 
as buffets are quite widespread at hotels and  
in canteens in companies and institutions. 

Preferably choose a la carte dining, but if this is 
not possible, approach the buffet strategically.

Buffet tips:

• Choose a small or medium plate, if possible.
• Have only one serving. If you have two ser-

vings, let the first one be vegetables or soup.
• Make sure half of the plate is filled with pri-

marily green, red and/or coarse vegetables.
• Eat slowly, chew the food well.
• Enjoy your food; take time to savour the look, 

smell, taste and feel of it; mindful eating.
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26 | EAT (MORE) HEALTHY FOOD

When traveling for business or pleasure, in ge-
neral you should opt for healthy food, but allow 
yourself to indulge in dessert a.o. occassionally, 
if the need arises.
However, in order for the body and brain to 
perform well throughout your journey, priority 
should be given to more healthy food:

• Eat many vegetables, choose coarser ones.
• Minimize bread and pasta, opt for wholegrain.
• Eat as ’natural’ food as possible.
• Red meat and/or high fat dairy in moderation.
• Use salt and sugar sparingly.
• Vary your diet. This is enjoyable, helps main-

tain weight and is often possible on travels.
• Moderate portions (for ditto activity): ~1 palm; 

protein (fish, meat, poultry, eggs a.o.), ~1 fist; 
vegetables, ~1 cupped hand; carbohydrates 
(potatoes, rice, pasta, bread), ~1 thumb; oil.
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27 |  DRINK WATER

The body needs water also when traveling.

• Drink about 1½-2 liters (50-64 oz) of water,  
8 cups/glasses a day, more if you sweat a  
lot due to very hot weather or exercise. 
You also need water in cold weather. 

• Water is filling and quenches your thirst. 

• Drink water with meals (or just before/after). 

• Drink a glass of water for each glass of alcohol. 

• Do you drink alcohol? 1) Drink plenty of water. 
2) Eat some protein/fat e.g. cheese or nuts;  
it slows absorption, which is healthier.  
3) Limit alcohol intake to avoid excess calorie 
intake and headache.
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28 |  EAT AND DRINK ENOUGH

You should not overeat, but it’s just as impor-
tant to eat a sufficient amount of calories and 
nutrients; because (healthy) food in the right 
amounts keeps your body and brain running 
smoothly. Eat regularly e.g. eat a balanced 
meal morning, midday and early evening.

Eat balanced meals:
1/2 plate vegetables, 1/4 plate carbohydrates 

(rice, pasta, potatoes),
1/4 plate protein (meat, fish, poultry)

If you are very physically active, you should eat 
well to have sufficient energy.
Snack only if needed.
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29 |  MINIMIZE FOOD WASTE

In airports, on cruise ships and in many
restaurants there are buffets (servings)  
with massive amounts of food.

Easy access to free all-inclusive food means 
that many people load their plates heavily and 
without eating all of it. Worldwide huge amounts 
of food are thrown out every day. A waste.

You are doing a good deed for yourself and 
others and the environment, if you participate 
in the fight against food waste – also when on 
a travel: Take only, what you can eat.

• Save Planet Earth’s limited resources.
• Help reduce CO2 emissions.
• Be a positive role model for others.
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How to lose or maintain weight  
 
Lose fat and increase muscle mass by eating
healthy (weight loss should be slow) and do:

•	 Resistance training 
Builds muscle mass and strength, improves 
health, increases energy expenditure – 
also post workout. 

•	 Cardiovascular exercise 
Improve CV fitness and health. Energy 
expenditure can be very high. Are cardio 
workouts necessary? If muscle mass and 
weight loss is the goal, maybe not, but it is 
essential, if you want to improve endurance 

•	 NEAT, non-exercise activity thermogenesis  
Any movement apart from exercise. 
Improves health. Increases energy expen-
diture. Easy to get done (vs. exercise ...).
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30 |  BE ACTIVE

When you move, you preserve yourself well: 

Whether traveling or at home, it’s all about  
moving your body as much as possible:

Your body is getting fitter and healthier; you 
prevent weight gain (obesity) and lifestyle  
diseases, when you are physically activity.

Use every opportunity to move:

• Stand up more; get up at least every ½ h
• Decrease number of sedentary periods
• Do more (transport) exercise; walk, ride a bike 

•	 Use waiting time at airports, in waiting 
rooms or rest areas smartly: move; 
stretch, walk around, do balance work,  
do many extra small movements (NEAT).
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31 | BOOST PHYSICAL CAPITAL

• A good level of fitness benefits you more in 
your everyday than you might think – and 
makes you more robust when traveling –  
and is almost a prerequisite, if you want to  
go on physically demanding adventure trips. 

• The greater your physical capital, the better 
you handle expected or unexpected situations. 

• If you want the best foundation, you should 
have a balanced program and strengthen 
your weak areas for all-round improvement. 

• Design a varied (weekly) training program e.g.: 
 
Cardio; walk, run, rope jump, swim, row 
Strength; bodyweight, free weights, bands 
Motor skills; agility, dance, balances 
Flexibility; stretching, animal exercises
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Sport (for all)

In addition to countless fitness modalities, 
there are over 100 different sports:  
Some of the most common types at ho-
tels, holiday resorts and cruise ships are:

Table tennis 
Badminton
Tennis
Basketball
Beach volleyball, or volleyball
Swimming, snorkeling, scuba diving
Rowing, kayaking, canoeing etc.
Gymnastics
Dance; several types
Golf
Mini-golf
Bowling
Bouldering
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32 | DO SOMETHING ELSE

Try a new kind of exercise or sport. Regular  
training is fine, but it is also necessary to vary 
your workouts, if you want progress.  

So no fear (stress), if on your trip or holiday  
there are no familiar looking training facilities.
Traveling gives you the opportunity to exercise in 
other environments with other options. And while 
unfamiliar facilities may be challenging, this is 
beneficial for the body and brain.

If the (fitness) machines seem ineffective, it’s 
better to do ’free’ exercises on the floor like run-
ning, jumping, hopping, squat variations, lunges 
etc. as well as push-ups and core exercises.

Older fitness machines may be just fine, but do 
not waste your time working out using ineffective
equipment, which feels weird. Do something else.
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33 |  SIT LESS

Sit as little possible: One of the most important 
health tips for everyday life and long journeys 
in an airplane, bus or car.

Avoid sitting too long at a time.

Prolonged sitting – many sit 7-10 hours a day – 
results in poor blood circulation and can cause 
swollen legs, headache or back ache.

You should get up at least every ½ hour.

Standing is better than sitting ...

Sit better: Avoid sitting with crossed legs, 
which may affect blood circulation and joints.

Change position often; sit tall or relaxed, with 
legs together or apart etc. Occasionally, if pos-
sible, sit on a big ball, cushion, rocking chair a.o.
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34 |  STAND MORE

Generally speaking you should stand more 
every day, because you are sitting too much; 
in the car, bus, train or plane and when you 
are eating, reading, writing or watching TV.

You should rather stand that sit for example 
when waiting in a waiting room. 
You should stand in different positions, this is 
easier on your back and it’s healther to move:

Walking is better than standing (for bloodflow).

Flight health surveys have shown: 
It may prevent blood clots in connection with 
flying, if you on board stand up and move your 
legs: Walk on the spot, do exercises or stretch.

Do handstands (when possible). Being inver-
ted is healthy and strengthens arms and core. 
Start with a plank and walk feet up the wall.
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35 |  WALK MORE

Walking is healthy. And you can get fitter and 
maintain your bodyweight or even lose weight 
by walking (more) throughout the day.

Walk min. 10,000 steps per day (or more)

Walking is the easiest form of exercise. As the 
intensity is quite low, it is easy to go for a walk, 
and typically you will not get as hungry as you 
might get after more strenous exercise, thus 
you avoid eating too much.
The downside is, that you have to walk quite a 
distance and/or quickly, if you want to get far or 
want to expend a significant amount of calories.

Increase steps and/or energy expenditure: 1) 
Use a pedometer, fitness tracker or app. 2) Use 
walking poles. 3) Walk quickly; power walk. 4) 
Walk on hills/stairs. 5) Wear a heavy backpack. 
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36 |  WALK EVEN MORE 

Hiking has become a popular sport and leisu-
re activity for athletes and nature lovers of all 
ages. And it is highly recommended.
A walk or hike is the thing to do, when you are 
on holiday. You get closer to nature and get 
fresh air and healthy exercise at the same time.

In some areas it is recommended to have a 
guide with you, so you get the best tips about 
the trip and avoid getting lost in unfamiliar terrain.

City walks are another, surprisingly exciting 
opportunity for culturally interested (and others), 
who want more out of their sightseeing.

You can always walk with a map and a 
guidebook, but a local guide can tell insider 
stories and show special, ’secret’ places.
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Stair exercise

Just walking up stairs is very efficient 
exercise. Or run, which is high-intensity 
training with very high energy expenditu-
re. An option is to run/jog up, walk down. 

The number of trips, runs, depends on the 
number of steps; example:  
50 steps: 5-20 trips. 800 steps: 1-3 trips.
Initially do just a few trips as stair training 
requires gradual progression to avoid 
knee pain. And be careful on the stairs.

Depending on the steps, narrow or wide, 
regular or irregular, you can do variations:

• Lateral walk or jog
• Double step, step over one step
• Jump or jumping jack (up out, up in) up
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37 |  USE THE STAIRS

Stair walking is superb functional movement 
for everyday and travel exercise.  
It strengthens the lower body and core and  
improves fitness and endurance.
You do not need to change clothes or prepare;  
just use the stairs on every occasion; at work, 
school, in the mall, at the airport, on the cruise 
ship or at the hotel: Don’t use elevators. 
Heavy suitcases? Use the elevator and then 
the rest of the time the stairs.

Want even more exercise? Vertical running is 
recommended: A high-intensity training moda-
lity with very high energy expenditure.
It is very easy to practice stair walking/running 
on travels: In hotels or department stores with 
normal stairs or outdoors in special locations, 
where stairs with uneven and even strange 
steps are part of the experience.
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38 |  GO FOR A RUN

A run? You may travel in order to participate in 
short, long or extreme races, in cold or hot or 
normal temperatures, in mountains, forests,  
deserts or cities e.g. Berlin or Boston marathon.

You can also just go for a run: Runners do not 
have to do without running when on travels. On 
the contrary; mostly it is possible to run as usual 
and even in an exciting new place.
Exception: If you are in a dangerous location, with 
a high crime rate or extreme nature or climate.

A run allows for local sightseeing and (time) effi-
cient cardiovascular workouts away from home.

You can combine running with resistance exer-
cise: Many cities have outdoor fitness parks with 
training stations or circuit posts along streets or 
park paths. Try this for variety.
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39 |  GO FOR A BICYCLE RIDE

A bicycle ride? You can travel to cycle in special
mountainous regions e.g. France (Tour), Italy 
(Giro) or Spain (Vuelta) with challenging inclines.

You can also just go for a bicycle ride: In many 
places it is possible to rent bikes; use a bike 
basket or wear backpack (for souvenirs a.o.).  
Remember puncture proof tires ... or repair kit.

A bike makes it possible to get around and see 
more that when running. For the ’lazy’: In some 
places you can rent electric bicycles (partly mo-
torized) or have cars transporting your luggage.

Cycling offers special opportunities for intense 
local sightseeing combined with fitness training.
Indoor spinning or exercise cycling is an o.k. 
workout option or supplement in case of very 
bad weather.
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40 |  GET ON THE WATER

Canoeing and kayaking is highly recommen-
ded, especially if you are used to being on the 
water, are close to water and have the oppor-
tunity to rent equipment: Simultaneous nature 
and sport experiences.

Special (newer) European holiday destinations 
such as Croatia and Montenegro also offer ka-
yaking/canoeing or river rafting for action fans. 
For kayakers, in many countries there is a 
possibility to paddle along the coast: Experien-
ced kayakers can, for example, paddle around 
Menorca (Spanish island).

A relatively new holiday and fitness activity is 
SUP, stand-up paddling, which exercises many 
muscles as well as balance and coordination.
Sailing is also recommended, but requires spe-
cial training and quite expensive ’equipment’.
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41 |  GET IN THE WATER

Open sea swimming is not just for triathletes. 
Everyone, who can swim, ought to get into  
open water. It exercises the heart and lots of 
muscles and stimulates all five senses.  
Check the beach (or web) signs about water 
quality, current or special conditions and:  
Do not swim with crocodiles or sharks!

The second best is a dip in the pool, especially 
a lap swimming pool, so you can swim without 
risk of colliding with air beds or beach balls.
Swim at a high or moderate pace and prefer-
ably 1 km or more, for extra cardio training. 
Water park? Highly recommended: It will  
exercise muscles as well as facial muscles – 
lots of laughing – and is for all of the family.

Snorkeling? An adventurous, great experience 
and also physical activity. Diving? Ditto, but 
requires special training and equipment.
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Group exercise

Solo workouts are easy to arrange; can take 
place almost everywhere and whenever.

On the other hand, group exercise with 
music, instruction (cues) and feedback, and  
fellow participants has a high motivational 
factor, which is seen to make more people 
more motivated and thus more likely to 
(continue to) exercise.

If you are traveling and group exercise is 
an option, it is highly recommended. Often 
you find classes for all levels and needs. 

On cruise ships and in hotels participation  
in the regular group exercise program is 
often free and classes are easy to follow.
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42 |  CARDIO TRAINING

Cardio means (related to the) heart and is also 
used about cardio workouts, which strengthens 
the heart; improves fitness and health. The term 
cardio frequently refers to cardiovascular training 
on treadmills, bicycles, rowing and step machi-
nes, crosstrainers a.o.

Cardio training without machines normally re-
cruits more muscles (in a natural way). In turn 
cardio machines provide controlled high inten-
sity training indoors, even when weather or 
surroundings make outdoor activity difficult.

3-5 times per week, 20-60 minutes per workout. 
Short duration <20-30 min.: High intensity. And/or: 
Long duration:> ½-1 t: Moderate-high intensity.

Try something new: Use other cardio machines 
than normally and switch between machine and 
program types or do cardio without machines.
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Step up exercise

Basic step
1 min. up-up-down-down (right foot starts)
1 min. up-up-down-down (left foot starts)
Change lead foot every minute.

Alternatively: Step up with right and left,
down with right, down and tap with the left. 
Start with the left; change for each step.

Lift step (a leg lift changes lead leg)
Variations (choose one or mix them):
Up-kneelift-down-down (lead leg changes)
Up-heelcurl-down-down (lead leg changes)
Up-sidelift-down-down (lead leg changes)

Over the top (over or across step)
From side: Up-up-down-down/tap. Return.
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43 |  STEP TRAINING

No cardio equipment? Not up for a run or walk?
Then step (up) is an easy, intense alternative.
In many (hotel) gyms there are step benches
and in cruise ship’s gyms there is often a free 
floor area and benches ready for use.

Step training strengthens and tones  
your muscles and improves endurance.

Are you used to step training at home? Then 
bring your favorite music and step with variations. 
Alternatively simply step up/up/down/down,
1 min. with right foot start, 1 min. with left foot 
start. Repeat a number of times. Vary with dif-
ferent moves: Skip, kick, knee lift, legcurl a.o. 
Video: https://youtu.be/Hf7_sAJdpz0

Alternatively: Some hotels/cruise ships have 
step classes. Or: Use stairs or step machines.
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Rope jumping (skipping)

Use a rope of suitable length; when stan-
ding on it, handles should reach armpits.
Plastic or metal ropes swing the fastest.
At first short workouts, increase over time. 
Rope jump with shoulders and arms low; 
hands should swing the rope without arm 
movement. Make a small, low jump over 
the rope, when you hear it touch the floor.

Jog, hop or jump over the rope. Jump at a 
moderate pace – not too slow – or at high 
speed eg intervals, 8-12 repetitions:

15 seconds fast jumps or double unders
45 second moderate pace easy jogging

Alternate basic skipping with kneelift, 
heelcurl, skip, kick, jack and lunge.
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44 |  ROPE JUMPING FOR ALL

Rope jumping is a superb travel fitness activity. 
The jump rope is light and does not take up any 
space; it’s easy to take with you on your travel, 
and provides great time-efficient fitness exer-
cise and promotes weight maintenance (loss).

”15 minutes of rope jumping equals the 
energy consumption of ½ hour jogging.”

Rope jumping makes it easy to keep in shape 
on travels. You can rope jump, skip, outside or 
inside, if there is enough headroom and space.
You can simply jog, hop or jump or you can 
switch between different moves.

Initially 3-5 minutes per workout is enough or  
15-30 sec. intervals repeated several times. In- 
crease gradually over time to 20-60 min. depen-
ding on the speed and intensity of the program.
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Bodyweight exercise program

Base program https://youtu.be/YH5LmwoOwxI

1-3  sets of 8-12 repetitions  
1-2  min. rest-pause between sets.

10  Squat;  
 bend/extend legs/hips.

10  Push-ups; in plank 
 bend/extend arms.

10 Pull-up; hang, or heel 
 supported (diagonally) 
 or rubber band row.

10 Back extension; prone  
 lift/lower torso.

10 Ab curl; supine 
 lift/lower torso.
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45 |  BODYWEIGHT TRAINING

Bodyweight training is optimal for travels: You 
always have your ’equipment’ with you and it  
is heavy enough for real strength training.

Bodyweight exercises can be performed almost 
anywhere and you can exercise all major muscles.
However, the upper back and front of the arms, 
biceps, are difficult to target unless you have a 
solid table, a rack or a buddy: You need some-
thing to pull up from. Alternatively: Use rubber 
bands, which are easy to pack and carry ...  
or weights (if in a gym or traveling by car).

Make bodyweight training harder: Go from 
squat on both legs to squats on one leg.
Go from push-ups on both arms to push-ups 
on one arm! Also the body’s position can be 
changed; make the exercise easier or harder, 
e.g. planks supported on either knees or toes.
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Interval programs (three examples)

1:1

1 minute intense activity followed by  
1 minute active rest at low(er) intensity
10 repetitions (10 x 1:1 = 20 minutes) 

10-20-30 (or 5-10-15) 

30 sec. moderate-high intensity activity
20 sec. high-intensity activity
10 sec. super-high-intensity activity 
5 repetitions (5x1 min., repeat 1-4 x) 
2 minute rest-pause between sets of 5 rep.

Tabata (version)

20 sec. super-high-intensity activity 
10 sec. pause or active rest-pause. 
6-8 repetitions (8 x 20:10 s = 4 minutes) 
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46 |  INTERVAL TRAINING

On business travels time is often very limited, 
so workouts should preferably be time-efficient.
On holiday you normally have time for exercise, 
but you can still want to keep workouts short to 
have more time for sightseeing or sunbathing.

Interval training is an excellent method for fast 
and efficient workouts and many studies have 
demonstrated, that interval training not only  
enhances performance, but also health and  
can aid in preventing diabetes type 2.

Interval training can be performed at all levels, 
ranging from moderate to super high intensity. 
Train intervals e.g. 1-3 times a week, 15-30 
minutes per workout. Modalities can by cycling, 
walking, running, jumping, step up, aerobics, 
rowing, swimming, cardio (various) a.o.  
Start with a gradual 5-10 minute warm-up.
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Circuit training (bodyweight)

Program design

30 or 60 seconds for each exercise. 
Continue without pause to next exercise. 
1-4 rounds without pause between rounds.

• Squat 

• Push-up

• Pull-up

• Back extension

• Ab curl (sit up)

Above lower and upper body and core 
exercises are staples in fitness resistance 
training, but you can replace them and/or 
add other exercises. See next page spread.
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47 |  CIRCUIT TRAINING

Circuit training is a time-efficient and motivating 
method of training – and great for travelers:
You do all exercises in one go without breaks 
and perform one or more rounds.

You can train with bodyweight, equipment or 
machines depending on location and facilities. 
Perform a 5-10 min. warm-up and then choose 
one of many different circuit training options: 
 
• Cardio or strength exercises or both (norm).
• 9-12 exercises (the norm, but 3-20+ is seen)
• Exercises are timed e.g. 30, 45 or 60 sec.  

(or a set number of repetitions e.g. 10-16).
• Either no or (short) pause, 0-15 sec.,  

between exercises.
• You do 1-4 rounds (norm).
• Performed on the spot or moving around.
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7-Minute Workout (new version)
 
Warm-up. Each exercise 30 sec., 1-3 rounds:

1.  Jumping jack 
2.  Push-ups 
3.  Squat
4.  Ab curl 
5.  Step up 
6.  Back raise
7.  Lunge
8.  T push-up 
9.  Kneelift (jog)  
10. Reverse plank
11. Box squat
12. Plank

Link for 7 minute workout (demo/DK speak):  
http://samvirke.dk/artikler/the-7-minute-work-
out-sadan-traener-du-pa-bare-7-minutter

http://samvirke.dk/artikler/the
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• 
3 Micro-circuit programs 

Pick #1, 2 or 3 (4 exercises). (30) 60 sec. per 
exercise. 2-4 rounds with no pause between.

#1 1. Squat jump; jump high, land softly 
 2. Back extension, prone, lift torso 
 3. Skaters hop - side to side 
 4. Ab curl; supine, lift torso

#2 1. Jumping jack  
 2. Burpees; down to floor, up, jump 
 3. Scissors; feet back and forth 
 4. Back extension, arms and legs out

#3 1. Speed jog on the spot e.g. high knee 
 2. Push-ups; bend/extend arms 
 3. Heel jog; jog, pull heels to buttocks 
 4. Bridge; supine, lift/lower hips

For variation pick other exercises
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• 	
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48 |  RESISTANCE TRAINING

Resistance training may be the most important 
method of all for improved health, performance 
and body composition, and before many adven-
ture travels specific strength training is a must.

In general you do not need a lot of strength 
training for it to work: 2-3 times per week of 
30-60 minutes is enough. You can maintain 
fitness (when traveling) with just 1-2 times per 
week, 15-30 minutes, with intense workouts: 
The weight, resistance, should be so heavy, 
that you can only lift (move) it 8-12 times with 
good technique ... with a little surplus energy 
as if for 1-2 extra lifts. Recommended:

8-10 exercises for the major muscle groups
2-4 sets (series) of 8-12 repetitions.
1-2 minute rest-pause between sets.
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Fitness center (gym) program
 
Cruise ships, hotels and even some airports 
offer fitness facilities; 1) cardio machines,  
2) strength machines and 3) free weights. 

Basic strength program (gym)  
https://youtu.be/tobEsmubeSs

10 Leg press 

10 Hor. rowing 

10 Chest press 

10 Lat pulldown 

10 Lateral raise or press 

10 Back extension 

10 Ab curl, bench or floor

https://youtu.be/tobEsmubeSs
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If you are not used to strength training, a travel 
may be the right time to get started.
In cruise ships and many hotels there are fitness
centers (gyms) with machines, where you can 
train all the major muscles. If you are a novice, 
get help and instruction from a trainer.
If you are used to strength training, a stay away 
from home provides an opportunity to train with 
different equipment in a new setting.

Not all hotels or ships have free weights, barbells
etc., because usage requires knowledge and 
skill, but often there are dumbbells or even  
cable equipment for training your entire body.  
You can find programs, videos and apps on the 
internet. Or the easy option; chose machine 
exercises (p. 106) or circuit training (p. 102).

You can also bring a rubberband (band, tube or 
power band), when traveling; lightweight equip-
ment, which can be used for many exercises.  
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• 	

Core training program
 
Even if you having a break from your  
usual workouts, you can chose to do an 
express ab and back workout for 5-10 min. 
to exercise the muscles around the spine. 
Basic core program: 1-3 times per week

10 a) back extension, prone on a bench  
     or floor, Iift/lower torso/upper body
10 b) ab curl or sit up (all the way up)
     supine on bench or floor, lift/lower torso  
Do a) and b) in sequence and repeat 1-3 x

Plank: On forearms and toes: 10-120 sec.

Side plank: On forearm and side of foot:  
10-60 sec. on the right and left side.

Reverse plank (bridge): On hands or upper 
back with feet/heels on floor. 10-60 sec.
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If you prefer to work out on your own, that is 
fine, however, it is usually a good idea to find a 
buddy, so you can motivate each other.
On a business trip; to exercise or do sports with 
colleagues is an energetic, sociable activity. 
On vacation; physical activity is an enjoyable 
way to have fun with family and friends.

Strength training tips:

• Get instruction, when you are starting out.
• Check weights, cables, rubber bands a.o.: 

There must be no cracks, tears, faulty parts.
• Be focused on the exercises.
• Don’t talk, talk afterwards: Concentrate.
• Contract and lift with control and precision.
• Train with good posture and stability.
• Breathe regularly and evenly.

With focused training, you will be able to  
complete your program faster and safer.
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49 |  STRETCH FOR MOBILITY

The easier you can move your body and limbs, 
the easier you perform everyday activities and 
sports movements. Bonus: An adequate level  
of mobility enhances health and wellbeing.
Stretching exercises are not about being ex-
tremely flexible, but maintaining your normal 
range of motion, so that you may move freely 
without being hindered by tight, stiff muscles.

You can participate in yoga or stretching  
classes or stretch on your own for example do 
yoga sun salutations, which can be modified 
as needed; Instead of straight legs, bent legs, 
instead of hands on floor, hands on legs.

Wellness activities include:
Stretching; spontaneous stretches as needed
Slow breathing; deep breaths help you to relax
Relaxation; relax fully, periodically go off-line
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Basic stretching program
 
A small series of easy stretches will keep 
your spine healthy and promote wellbeing.
Hold each stretch ≥20-30 seconds.

Arms up and extend slightly back.

Arms down, bend; stretch backside.

Side bend, hand at side (right, left)

Turn the torso, slowly side to side.

Stand, feet apart, staggered,
keep the back heel on the floor;
stretch the calf and hip.  
Change side; other leg back.

Video:  
https://youtu.be/bbzskphHC78

https://youtu.be/bbzskphHC78
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Yoga Sun Salutation A
 
Stand with feet together or hip-width apart.

Inhale; stretch; arms up, extend slightly back
Exhale; bend forward, hands to floor (legs)
Inhale; lift a little, open chest, look forward
Exhale; hands to floor, legs back; to prone
Inhale; extend arms, open chest, head up
Exhale; push body back, buttocks up (pike)
Inhale; look and step/jump forward, chest up
Exhale; bend forward, hands to floor (legs)
Inhale; stand up to upright; arms up
Exhale; lower arms, stand in starting position 
Video: https://youtu.be/qLcL26Fn5Ok

https://youtu.be/qLcL26Fn5Ok
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Rite 1

Rite 2

Rite 3

Rite 4

Rite 5

The Five Tibetans; easy travel yoga
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The Five Tibetans
 
Yoga series. Each rite 21 repetitions (or less)

Rite 1  
Arms out. Body erect. Tuck chin. Walk on 
the spot, turning 1/1 circle CW. Breathe. 
Rite 2  
Supine. Legs together. Arms down, hands 
to floor. Lift head. Lift legs to vertical. Lower.
Rite 3 
Kneel. Thighs and torso upright. Hands on 
side of legs (back). Look down-up, bend back.  
Rite 4  
Sit. Legs straight, on floor. Back straight. 
Hands on floor by hips, lift to bridge. Lower. 
Rite 5  
On hands and feet (toes). Upward and 
downward dog position. From ’sagging’ 
position to a strong pike (A) position.
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50 |  GET FIT (FITTER)

Travel fitness can be performed at all levels: 
From breathing exercises over distance and  
resistance training to intense interval training;  
during the travel or at the destination; inside  
in your hotel room or a gym or outside. Decide:

What do you want? 
What do you need?
What do you have time for?

Traveling for business or pleasure? No matter 
the purpose of your travel it is advantageous to 
be physically active, move as much as possible 
during the day. You can be active for hours or 
exercise for short periods with smart exercise:
Choose the right activity in the right ’dose’:

• Get fit
• Keep fit
• Get fitter (peak fitness)
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Get fit
 
If you do very little physical activity at present, a 
travel or vacation may provide an opportunity 
to start: Just move a little more than now:

1. Move more in general
Stay on your feet, walk more, use the stairs.

2. Make extra everyday movements 
Use every opportunity to move more than you 
usually do; make a detour, offer to get things etc.

3. Go for (long) walks
Have a nice morning or evening walk; a chance 
for some exercise in addition to the sightseeing.

4. Try different sports or exercise programs
Get a (free) intro class for some fun activities 
like a (new) sport e.g. water aerobics, horse 
riding, dance lessons, (water) bike rides etc.
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If you are not used to exercise, start gradually, 
but do it regularly and in small portions initially.

If you are not used to walking, you can start 
with short walks. It is gentle on the joints.
Start with 10-60 min. walks; active sightseeing.

If you are used to walking, you can insert short 
intense intervals: 

15-30 second powerwalk or jogs followed by 
30-120 second normal walk.  
Repeat 3-10 times depending on how you feel.

Classical model: Warm-up; brisk walk 5 min.
Then 10 x 1 : 1 minute (”work hard” : active rest).

If you suffer from obesity or foot, knee or back 
problems, you may prefer spinning and/or  
outdoor cycling – and try e.g. interval cycling.  
It is normally easy and cheap to rent bicycles.
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If there is a gym, it is a good time to get 
started on a strength training program:

A basic program is short and manageable, e.g.
5-9 exercises for the major muscle groups:
8-12 lifts/repetitions, 1-4 sets with 1-2 minute 
rest-pauses between sets. Ask/book a trainer.

If group exercise classes are offered, this may 
be a nice way of getting into fitness:
Music, instruction and motivational cues.
Alternatively some hotels/resorts offer intro 
lessons in various sports with (free) coaching.
_____________________________________

Eat (a little) healthier. Traveling and vacations 
can be challenging; too much/unhealthy food. 
Avoid or replace the most calorie-heavy foods 
or snacks with other options to maintain weight 
on the travel. If needed, even out extra calories 
from steaks, cocktails or ice cream with exercise.
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Google Translate for Business:Translator Tool-
kitWebsite Translator 
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Keep fit 

If you are used to using your body and exercise 
regularly 2-4 times a week, it is quite easy to 
stay in shape while on a travel or vacation.

1. Maintain with 1 high-intensity workout
Be on vacation – also from exercise – except 
from 1 workout (in one week) of high intensity 
or moderate intensity and extra long duration.

2.	Train	short	and	hard,	time	efficient
Train interval or circuit training: Short, intense.

3. Work out as usual but with variations  
Train as usual, 2-4 times, but with alternatives 
to the usual program e.g. (easy) parkour.

4.	Do	(more)	different	sports
Do different, unusual activities; tennis, water 
polo, beach volley, boating or scuba diving.
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Research has found that even small amounts 
of high-intensity training, strength training or 
cardiovascular exercise or a combination, can 
help maintain fitness for a short period of time
(1-2 weeks): 
If you are used to training 3-4 times a week, 
you may in some cases – it differs from person 
to person – maintain your fitness level with just 
one or two high-intensity workouts.

High-intensity interval training is hard, but it 
works. If you can motivate yourself, it is an 
excellent method for keeping fit. And actually 
even moderate-high intervals yields results.

For strength or combination training try circuit 
workouts 1-3 times during your travel (week).

Try a 7-minute workout (see Circuit page 102) 
- or a Nabufit workout; an international training 
app with different exercise programs.
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The 100 Workout is a special circuit type, which 
exists in many formats and 1-3 rounds; example: 

100 jog on the spot
  90 twist jumps, feet together, side to side
  80 scissor jumps, feet alternates back and forth
  70 jumping jacks (or 35; jump out (1), in (2))
  60 oblique curl, ab curl to right and left knee
  50 skater hops, hop from side to side
  40 alternating superman, all fours, diagonal lift
  30 high knees, speed jog, lift knees (high)
  20 back extension, prone, lift/lower upper body
  10 burpees; down to on the floor, up, jump
_____________________________________

Eat strategically. If you are on holiday, it 
should feel like a holiday; should you choose 
to eat more (unhealthy) food, be sure to add 
some extra physical activity and/or exercise of 
a higher intensity on that day and preferably 
eat a little healthier the next day.
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Get fitter

You are used to exercising, maybe even a lot, 
and you want to get in better shape?
 
1. Increase difficulty (and/or intensity)
Are you used to walking or running, then go for 
the same distance with harder conditions; in 
water, in sand or in the terrain; trail running.
Be observant, careful of obstacles: Avoid injury.

2. Increase intensity (or duration)  
If you are used to cycling, cycle same distance 
under more difficult conditions; tougher terrain, 
e.g. in hills or real mountains. Or vary with 
some extra long trips.

3. Train with other equipment
Are you used to strength training? Train as 
hard as possible with the facilities at hand;
1) different equipment than normally or
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2) old-school (worn), basic gym equipment, 
benches, free weights or 3) outdoors with body-
weight using racks, stones, pieces of wood etc.

4. Train hard(er) outdoors  
Replace 1-2 of the week’s workouts with par-
kour or obstacle course running on dedicated 
sites or in playgrounds a.o.:
Jump, crawl, balance, lift, pull and push.

5. Train your mind and body in unusual ways 
Push yourself with unusual exercises; Open 
water swimming, sailing, vertical running, SUP, 
riding, (camel, elephant, donkey, horse), boulde-
ring, rapelling, table tennis, dance, basketball.
_____________________________________

Eat smartly; sufficient for a high activity level; 
enough healthy, vegetables, protein, and enough 
carbohydrates, so you have energy. With a high 
energy output, there is room for some treats, too.
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Peak fitness?

It is possible to get into peak fitness, while  
traveling, maybe not on a busy business trip or 
family holidays aimed at relaxing or playing ... 
However, you can travel specifically for doing 
sports or exercise and/or get in better shape; 
bike tours, fitness trips, yoga retreats and  
various types of training camps.  
On these you have the possibility to get into 
peak condition, but you have to invest the 
work needed to get top results; e.g. triathlon 
requires a lot of training, whereas power and 
certain sprint disciplines does not require as 
big a time investment, but still heavy training.

Super exercisers, ≥6-10 h training per week,  
in great all-round shape, can – if so desired – 
exercise morning and afternoon e.g. cardio 
and/or resistance training at moderate or  
high intensity for a shorter or longer period.
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High-intensity strength training can be with 
heavy weights, few repetitions, multiple sets, 
e.g. 5 x 5, and longer rest-pauses, however,  
it requires a basic level of strength.  
Alternatively, you can lift moderate weight, but 
”heavier than usual” and maybe have short(er) 
rests without sacrificing good training technique.

High-intensity fitness training is often done as 
interval training (HIIT). A popular model:

Tabata protocol
20 sec. max. intensity and 10 sec. rest-pause.
Repeat each work-rest interval 6-8 times: total 
4 minutes. In addition, warm-up, 5-10 minutes, 
and cool-down, 3-6 minutes.

Tabata is suitable for sprint running or cycling, 
possibly rowing or cardio exercise.
For maximum effect the intensity should be as 
high as possible, but even less will give results.
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Physical activity, exercise and healthy diet
make a difference – also when traveling

Improve your travel experience; 
optimize physical and mental well-being. 

It usually requires less effort than expected. 
Enjoy your journey

You can find more information on exercise 
and travel at www.marinaaagaardblog.com
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